
  Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Unit Title Addition Fundamentals Subtraction Fundamentals Multiplication Division FDP Measure

Pre Unit A
Mental addition methods - chunking, fact families, 

number bonds
 etc. (check for verbal reasoning and 
understanding of numbers as words)

, estimation for answer checking

Mental subtraction methods - 
chunking, fact families, number 

bonds etc. (check for verbal 
reasoning and understanding of 

numbers as words), estimation for 
answer checking

Mental multiplication methods - 
chunking, fact families, known 

timestables etc. (check for 
verbal reasoning and 

understanding of numbers as 
words), estimation for answer 

checking

Mental division methods - 
chunking, fact families, known 

timestables etc. (check for 
verbal reasoning and 

understanding of numbers as 
words), estimation for answer 

checking

Review of calculating with 
simple fractions

Ordering & comparing values 
(integers, decimals, fractions, 

negatives, percentages)

Check In Topics 

Tier 1 Fundamentals
Column addition and subtraction

Adding & Subtracting Fact families
Partitioning

Rounding
Timestables

Adding & subtracting with negative 
numbers

Place Value (including decimal)
Identifying values on a ruler and 

protractor
Completing number lines (one 

number given)

multiplying and dividing by 
powers of 10

short division method
Timestables

Estimating
Place value

Ordering numbers (inc 
decimals)

Fact families
finding missing numbers (scales, 

number lines, sequences etc.)
Identifying patterns & 

conjecture

Tier 2 Skills

Times tables
Values of digits

Squaring and cubing

Multiplying & dividing fact families
Grid method of multiplication for 

basic multiplication
Shape Properties

Finding missing terms in a simple 
linear sequence

Continuing Simple sequences

multiplying and dividing
Representations of numbers 

(inc. FDP)

Mixed to improper fractions
converting FDP

Converting units

Inverse operations
Substitution

Understanding algebraic 
notation (e.g ehat does 4x 

mean)

Tier 3 Problem 
Solving 

Money calculations e.g cafe menus, bank account 
balances etc.

Worded problems on basic solving 
one step equations (e.g a number 

has been added to 2 and the answer 
is 6)

Comparing scale in a real life 
context inc. images LCM simple worded questions HCF simple worded questions Worded two step solving 

equations questions (simple)

Powerful Knowldge

Incoperate intention 
PN slide into your
lesson at relevant 

point

1) Negative numbers - What happens when you 
spend more money than you have in your bank 

account. What is an overdraft
2) History of the fraction and Egyptian fractions
3) Use of < and > signs to denote width and height

use examples rides and bridges

1)  Fractions being used in real life
2) Use of negatives in weather 
forecasts and how that affects 
i.e. below zero water freezing

3) Invention of time using sundials
and why countries have different 

time 
zones

1) Link to LCM why do hot dog 
buns 

come in packs of 6 and 12
but hotdogs in 10's

2) Link to why square and cube
numbers are called so

3) How a wage is calculated plus
what is taken out at source

1) What is the largest known 
prime

number and when was it 
discovered

2)  what is the division sign - 
link

to discovery and that its just a 
blank fraction

1) Use of percentages to denote
profit and loss real life example

2) Decimal scale of 
measurement 

3) History of the fraction and 
Egyptian fractions

1) Estimation of costs for 
building 

projects and what can affect 
these

2) Why cars in the UK have mph
and in euope Kph and 

ramifications
3) Use of measurements in real

life

Co
nt
en
t A

Written methods of addition for integers - covers 
place value of numbers up to 1 billion (can be 
taught using concrete, pictoral & abstract 
methods) - shown in grids as counters and 

discussing that we ad up in the same column (size)

Written methods of subtraction 
for integers - covers place value of 

numbers up to 1 billion (can be 
taught using concrete, pictoral & 

abstract methods)

Multiples - LCM from Listing Prime numbers & Factors - HCF 
from listing

Equivalent 
Fractions/Simplifying Fractions

Rounding to 10, 100, 1000 
(covered in primary) and up to 3 

decimal places

Written methods of addition - covers place value 
of numbers up to 5 decimal places (can be taught 
using concrete, pictoral & abstract methods) - its 
worth making links to keeping place value aligned 

and adding the same size/value in order to 
preempt understanding of fraction addition

Written methods of subtraction- 
covers place value of numbers up to 

5 decimal places (can be taught 
using concrete, pictoral & abstract 
methods) - its worth making links 
to keeping place value aligned and 
subtracting the same size/value in 
order to preempt understanding of 

fraction addition

Writing repeated multiplication 
as indices (squares, cubes and 
roots etc.) NOT laws of indices

Prime Factor decomposition inc 
HCF & LCM as extension

Mixed numbers to Improper 
fractions Rounding to significant figures

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1v_Uaed_D7-d1JUSdFRwRSsVSyfEM5JSE?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/127EyKOXMXCDJQDwED_b-eE5tE-tdr2Fu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1e2aiwJKMcv8UHZLyDyh_kNXRlDZYxK4u?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uh4LFItFsrnbC8HMlqfL8U_ZHneXH5Lm?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AHX4S1IcoE-UfCVmALjP76WNwIWinNgK?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mXQDagppdoThYs2u8Q7XF9p8kZFz3ksz?usp=sharing


naming edges, 
faces, vertices 
tc.

this is part of 
naming basic 
3D shapes 
and their 
properties

compare 
negative 
numbers

falls under 
SP2A Pre-unit



Co
nt
en
t A

Adding negative numbers (can talk about direction 
on number lines etc.)

Subtracting negative numbers (can 
talk about direction on number lines 

etc.)

Multiplying by powers of 10 inc 
decimals - place value - can 

extend to writing powers of 10 
using indices and even standard 

form

Dividing by powers of 10 inc. 
decimals - can extend to writing 
powers of 10 using indices and 

even standard form

Converting between Fractions, 
decimals and percentages Estimation

Adding like terms - introduction to algebraic 
notation and collecting like terms, reinforce the 

idea of the same things can be added.

Subtracting fractions (like 
denominators) - reinforce the idea 
of sizes and values being important 
for addition, can include negative 

fractions

Written Methods of 
multiplication for integers - can 
include up to 4 digit by 4 digit 

numbers - must show grid 
method, Chinese method & 

column method to be discussed 
(can be taught using concrete, 
pictoral & abstract methods)

Written Methods of division for 
integers - short division method 
(can be taught using concrete, 
pictoral & abstract methods) 
can talk about arrays and fact 

families

compare/order fractions, 
decimals and percentages, 

including mixed and improper

Measuring and drawing in 
different units

Adding fractions (like denominators) - reinforce 
the idea of sizes and values being important for 
addition, can include negative fractions, include 

algebraic fractions for extend

subtracting like terms - 
introduction to algebraic notation 

and collecting like terms, reinforce 
the idea of the same things can be 
added. Could look at identities at 

this point

Multiplication of decimal 
numbers - can be shown 

pictorally or using manipulatives

Division of decimal numbers - 
can be shown pictorally or using 

manipulatives

Expressing one number as a 
fraction of another estimating lengths/weights

Adding time - introduce the idea of working in 
different bases - how this works can be done using 

concrete, pictoral or abstract methods)

subtracting time -how this works 
can be done using concrete, pictoral 

or abstract methods)

Multiplication of negative 
numbers - can be shown 

pictorally or using manipulatives

Division of negative numbers - 
can be shown pictorally or using 

manipulatives

adding and subtracting unlike 
fractions

Using known measurements 
to estimate e.g man against 

house

understand that adition is commutative (e.g 
3+6 = 6+3)

understand that subtraction is 
not commutative (e.g 3 - 6 is 

different to 6 - 3)

Multiplying fractions - proper 
and integers (fractions of 

amounts)

Dividing fractions - proper and 
integers

adding and subtracting mixed 
numbers

converting between units of 
measure (metric & imperial)

order and compare whole numbers using place 
value, ascending and descending, including < > 

signs

symmetry of subtraction (e.g. 4 
- 1 = 3 so 1 - 4 = -3 or 22 - 49 = 

? so work out 49 - 22 then 
change the sign)

Multiplying with algebra (inc, 
fractions, decimals & negatives 

and algebraic terms) - extend to 
expanding brackets

Dividing with algebra (inc, 
fractions, decimals & negatives 
and algebraic terms) - extend 

to factorising brackets

Multiplying and dividing mixed 
numbers

Problem solving with measure 
and measuring in real life 

contexts

using given numbers, make the 
largest/smallest number???

estimate answers before 
calculating

Multiplying Time (only whole 
multiples of time)

Dividing Time (only whole 
factors)

work with frctions and 
decimals e.g 3/4 + 0.7

estimate answers before calculating??? order of operation with AS understand that 
mulitplication is commutatve

understand that division is 
not commutative

fact families, understand equality fact families, understand 
equality - use bar models

estimate answers before 
calculating NOT estimation 
as a topic becuase this is 

covered in SU2

estimate answers before 
calculating - NOT estimation 

as a topic becuase this is 
covered in SU2

order of operation with 
BIDMAS

order of operations with all 
BIDMAS

Interpret calculator display (e.g. if an calculator displays 42.584 and the question is about money, what does this number represent? What if the question was about length, what does it mean? Do you need to 
truncate? Can you round your answer from the calculator display?

Learning evaluation A Learning Evaluation A Learning Evaluation A Learning Evaluation A Learning Evaluation A Learning Evaluation A Learning Evaluation A
Mid Unit Mark 

Scheme AU2A Mark Scheme SP1A Mark Scheme SU1A Mark Scheme SU2A Mark Scheme

Mental Maths 
Questions Mental Addition Questions

Mental Subtraction 
Questions

Mental Multiplication 
Questions Mental Division Questions NONE NONE

Feedback marksheet AU1A AU2A SP1A SP2A SU1A SU2A
DIRT A DIRT Resources DIRT Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j_Deixl06-ydcMozhr5wUALYq0yqPJpv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hqLdzjpnDzOu0ZkeWatqjxa1dTUI5Fnb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17Y9QYY7PvgCz1s6iLls4p43lN0yDwQHR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rz8jNqfdMm5YU9Lp9DmSNucMCSqLjuV0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1enbD9nefqjTaOjkxsgeSii5QRi0Svz9u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SE7_Kr7bFe4D3ESmtnFwLp9kx-eFiE2D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19PNrNC7MdUTmhyQUO0Y6BXeXEGd0HVp8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FXmGVsMnqojhdTMQSkPDY5MXtHku60Oi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XAoi9szOCUd9X78oI-eg9-e1OO9aGyH-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kKzKHnP_xxHVEWrjJw_MsiC6wFa5wrMa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CoqX9f1QLCGKCL6Q3_LsFm8lbVWB33O8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yX1NTH0lEwN-qYnfe-h8exfY_aVo_-W7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yX1NTH0lEwN-qYnfe-h8exfY_aVo_-W7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nM5_h_qW37Si9S3T8K-DQ2jbvMZmDing/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nM5_h_qW37Si9S3T8K-DQ2jbvMZmDing/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xuzL33bF67wyG94vOM_M59IJE6j0TEpk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JI7w1Jk2bSghMtuX3tG66ffqo4DSCwlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cjYhMDjFX3t5yG2702NWpjBN3I87Ls7f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_0DMNmuvfxA9HQzrJ9Kl2b0NIYYPJQkl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzvgpeBhJePnxdWV745qU9Zc21RmB5vP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TjiuPhal1vghTjk6-6Rey43YJMo6Lh7P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIiNADIMeAs-cpvKffBf-fm67m2ZGEvp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nJhMtpD9xYG4WJmaJLParXX7cLuYktsu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-asEjbYckjO62rh4wDDHr4RBsjtFzoac?usp=sharing




Title Addition Applications Subtraction Applications Multiplication Applications Division Applications Percentages Geometry

Pre Unit B Unit A revision - covering topics identified as gaps, 
lacking understanding from the mid-unit

Unit A revision - covering topics 
identified as gaps, lacking 

understanding from the mid-unit

Unit A revision - covering topics 
identified as gaps, lacking 

understanding from the mid-unit

Unit A revision - covering topics 
identified as gaps, lacking 

understanding from the mid-
unit

Unit A revision - covering topics 
identified as gaps, lacking 

understanding from the mid-
unit

Unit A revision - covering topics 
identified as gaps, lacking 

understanding from the mid-
unit

Check In Topics 

Tier 1 Fundamentals

Column addtion and subtraction
Shape Properties

Fraction of amount
Partitioning

Rounding
Timestables

Adding & subtracting with negative 
numbers

Place Value (including decimal)
Identifying values on a ruler and 

protractor
Completing number lines (one 

number given)

multiplying and dividing by 
powers of 10

bus stop method
Timestables

Estimating
Place value

Ordering numbers (inc 
decimals)

Fact families
finding missing numbers (scales, 

number lines, sequences etc.)
Identifying patterns & 

conjecture

Tier 2 Skills

Times tables
Values of digits

Ordering numbers
Squaring and cubing

Multiplying & dividing fact families
Grid method of multiplication for 

basic multiplication
Shape Properties

Finding missing terms in a simple 
linear sequence

Continuing Simple sequences

multiplying and dividing
Representations of numbers 

(inc. FDP)

Mixed to improper fractions
converting FDP

Converting units

Inverse operations
Substitution

Understanding algebraic 
notation (e.g ehat does 4x 

mean)

Tier 3 Problem 
Solving 

Money calculations

Worded problems on basic solving 
one step equations (e.g a number 
has been multiplied by 2 and the 

answer is 6)

Comparing scale in a real life 
context inc. images HCF simple worded questions LCM simple worded questions Worded two step solving 

equations questions (simple)

Powerful Knowldge

Incoperate intention 
PN slide into your
lesson at relevant 

point

1) History of scales and the conversion from 
imperial to metric

2) Euclid and the invention of lines and angles
3) The origins of perimeter and how it was original

definied in Latin and Greek

1) Debt management 
2) How buisness use patterns to 

make sales predictions
3) Why buses and trains use 

timetables and where they come 
from

1) How a builder will use area to
estimate cost
2) Best buys

3) Invention of algebra by 
Al-Khwarizimi

1) How is a bouncing ball a 
geometric sequence

2) decking and what that has to 
do

with area
3) Best buy real life example

and where would they buy from

1) meaning of word percent 
and other cent words

2) World finance and what 
affects

currency value

1) How angles are used in 
construction i.e. brick laying
2) Examples of symmtery in 

architecture
3) How governments use pie 

charts to display data

Co
nt
en
t B

Addition with money - shopping, wages, budgeting 
etc.

subtraction with money - budgeting, 
debt etc.

Multiplication with money - 
calculating pay, purchasing 

multiples, best buy?

Division with money - calculating 
hours worked, best buy?

Expressing one number as a 
percentage of another line and angle notation

Perimeter including algebra (P = 2w+2l), 
fractions decimals & explain why it can't be 

negatives

Perimeter problems including 
algebra, fractions decimals & 

explain why it can't be negatives

Area including algebra 
(A=bh), fractions and 

decimals

Area including algebra, 
fractions and decimals

percentage increase and 
decrease (non calc) - shoe 

percentages of amounts - basic 
ones are covered at KS2 so just 

a reminder on those)

types of angle

Increasing sequences including algebra, 
fractions and decimals, ext: substitution into 
sequences, including non linear sequences (can 

only be addition skills e.g fibbonacci)

Decreasing sequences including 
algebra, fractions and decimals, 
subsiution, including non linear 
(can only be subtraction skills)

Geometric sequences (increasing 
only or decreasing by multiplying 

by fractions/decimals)
Geometric sequences percentage increase and 

decrease using multipliers(calc) drawing and measuring angles

scales/number lines scales/number lines

Function Machines (single) - 
include inverse

Talk about the connection 
between algebraic expressions 

and function machines

Function Machines (single)- 
include inverse

Talk about the connection 
between algebraic expressions 

and function machines

Percentage change Symmetry

Function machines (single) - include inverse Function machines (single) - include 
inverse Function Machines (double) Function Machines (double)- 

include inverse Problem solving with FDP
types of triangle and 

quadrilateral and their 
properties

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1v_Uaed_D7-d1JUSdFRwRSsVSyfEM5JSE?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/127EyKOXMXCDJQDwED_b-eE5tE-tdr2Fu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1e2aiwJKMcv8UHZLyDyh_kNXRlDZYxK4u?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uh4LFItFsrnbC8HMlqfL8U_ZHneXH5Lm?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AHX4S1IcoE-UfCVmALjP76WNwIWinNgK?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mXQDagppdoThYs2u8Q7XF9p8kZFz3ksz?usp=sharing




Co
nt
en
t B form and solve one step equations, use 

substituion to check?
form and solve one step 

equations, substition

solve one step equations - 
should discuss 

equations/expressions/ 
terms as all will have been 

seen - forming for extension

Form and solve one step 
equations, substitution

Worded contextual Problems 
with FDP

angles in triangles and 
quadrilaterals

worded problems including fractions, decimals etc. worded problems including 
fractions, decimals etc.

solve two step equations - 
forming as an extension

Form and solve two step 
equations

Finance with FDP
Naming basic 3D shapes and 

their properties - faces, 
vertices, edges

Addition and key angle facts (lines, point, 
triangles)

Subtraction and key angle facts 
(lines, point, triangles)

worded problems including 
fractions, decimals etc.

worded problems including 
fractions, decimals etc.

percentge of an amount - to 
be covered within increase 

and decrease

Applying knowledge - pie charts 
(percentages and drawing 

angles) - teach drawing pie 
charts from information given 

not calculating angles also 
interpreting pie charts as 
proportions (percentages, 

fractions etc) as this is all that 
has been covered

Timetable problems (bus, train etc.) Timetable problems (bus, train etc.) Problem solving with geometric 
reasoning

Frequency trees Frequency Trees Real life geometric reasoning

Two way tables two way tables

terms, identity, expression, formula etc.
 Interpret calculator display (e.g. if an calculator displays 42.584 and the question is about money, what does this number represent? What if the question was about length, what does it mean? Do you 

need to truncate? Can you round your answer from the calculator display?                                        

Learning evaluation B Unit B Evaluation Unit B Evaluation Unit B Evaluation Unit B Evaluation Unit B Evaluation Unit B Evaluation
Mid Unit Mark 

Scheme AU2B Mark Scheme SP2B Mark Scheme SU2B Mark Scheme

DIRT B DIRT Resources DIRT Resources
Feedback Marksheet AU1B AU2B SP1B SP2B SU1B SU2B

End of unit End of unit assessment End of unit assessment End of unit assessment End of unit assessment End of unit assessment End of Unit Assessment
End of unit 
Markscheme EOU Mark Scheme EOU Mark Scheme EOU Mark Scheme EOU Mark Scheme EOU Mark Scheme EOU Mark Scheme

ORACY Qs AU1 Oracy AU2 Oracy SP1 Oracy SP2 Oracy SU1 Oracy SU2 Oracy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UCLU_bXEanaAGC2vcg5xNK0UHXIyejRJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k-aTOgZIaPeuc9QHyE8Uwm9ZOiJIOFeU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f7mfXXPjBozA-K9tThgySGkchQbYt2_P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11NH95yoE9sv6u8vjTui8FnOFxugwgVKp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZT1RBBmEfJwLNy0NaAqzrYNBMTe-eihH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1enqEakLnkUPyzDmqNzpghGVXYfnfYLii/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wpCf6tuKNt_ZLxgP6ZnzfK3wY6eDeLF4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13VkLZviTv7mnKpoVk7xOIGLrj4u5p8g6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GhpMcCb8NVxrnMafQfVvRmMJ4V-0vHlU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KRMFk2r-uDSmzuE_6utfOLckKNuNKU3E?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M8vBNn_6D9r-QWa0us_ll9nsQSoTaKhs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14Nmmx6CEn1Y8hsTj_9FK2vCUWRpsx9y7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1evxPlsc0uEre56QhpL17sl2VFEuYvY22/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LYLZi1RvUhrMfvim4ERWiupXSxNuCisT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r4cREW_HKr2svHWqEcPMI2-SHWo4nanQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iTdw-YL__d4zd19l-tExjFIxxnypdmEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hmQtj13MhjxIXm3SMAid__SaiPlQ9HMU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19A5Gki2P7Uj9Ork534-f4Veur9SVNk2O/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a57j0KN9RELoD3UCB9UDNc6Bt8Nrj-PE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sMLubM0Jgk0yHnjd_TtXqTT2OAisJYFx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LA8HkQykxmacVDgikekk2cEwrb5MJhGx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QY8zml4GjV8sGGO2yBaTMRESstVbvVbv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NIzd6mVHzWrRVSJ_nQrszDsb7ZfOCVcR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YkIajsred3qfSh-0nqUxUAebGpD8Pvmn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lt3GO8516RpXvEOiMbhJqVZBK75cOkQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EukToHzqIrH0re0PJQfplEl2c5251rlz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h8rkmgC7UXcrhCtrTfs_awJOoJAqHrOR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUTf-8bK1tUQvq2ITWVAKXyV4z1pO-zY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OH1OkS4fMwEE7siUCe0Yvxjw5dI7pkL6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTHSxEog9JYbTpNn-rwjMMDKaDIAhrPU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17kqHx7u7EeE2jENOm_MLt8DZlySjMR3E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ds4bHQmZGU1IK7kNO2SnXZaHFSLyFyeV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18xHsb7RTGKXdyeyVYJn6rydPrF0muYnF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U3b64TVnKKapXMZH7ArxEBLJwl4QEik9/view?usp=sharing



